Novello companies: three generations in wood, since 1956

3 BRANCHES:

INDUSTRIAL WOOD PACKAGING for goods of great weight and volume (ex. helicopters and industrial machinery...)

WOODEN BUILDING with high energetic performances and high living standards

WOODEN ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS Façades, wood floors for interior and exterior, roofs...
- Our companies operate in Italy and in Swiss territory

- Our factory is located in Varese: 16.500 sqm, **the largest wooden industrial building in Europe**.

- Every detail of the building fully reflects our mission of **sustainability** and **living comfort**, which is the key factor in the activity of prefabricated wooden buildings.
ABOUT PREFABRICATED WOODEN BUILDINGS

- We use different technologies, even matching: platform frame, cross laminated timber (x-lam), straw bale technology

- We do continuous research to improve our building performances: energy, living, acoustic, sustainability...

- We build tailor-made wooden buildings: houses, elevations or expansions of pre-existing buildings, condos, public or commercial building, industrial buildings, wooden installations.